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Exhibitor:
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CLASS #

EXHIBITOR #

JUDGING CRITERIA & COMMENTS

CLASS NAME:

CLASS #

311_____

SCORING ()

EXHIBITOR #

JUDGING CRITERIA & COMMENTS

Design: appealing color(s), size(s), shape(s) and use of
combinations, original design

Design: appealing color(s), size(s), shape(s) and use of
combinations, original design

Health: no evidence of insects or disease; vigor evident

Health: no evidence of insects or disease; vigor evident

Color: intense and brilliant for specimen type; effective
combinations enhance appeal

Color: intense and brilliant for specimen type; effective
combinations enhance appeal

Materials: size and shape of all plant parts desirable for specimen
type; soil suitable for specimen type; container in scale

Materials: size and shape of all plant parts desirable for specimen
type; soil suitable for specimen type; container in scale

Overall Appearance: high quality mature and fresh foliage and flowers,
properly prepared for show

Overall Appearance: high quality mature and fresh foliage and flowers,
properly prepared for show

Scoring:

Gold

Silver

Bronze

Scoring:

Gold

Good

Vegetables and Fruits: Other

Needs
Improvement

311_____

DEPARTMENT:

Excellent

CLASS NAME:

Good

Vegetables and Fruits: Other
Excellent

DEPARTMENT:

HEREFORD JUNIOR FARM FAIR Under 9 Score Sheet
Needs
Improvement

HEREFORD JUNIOR FARM FAIR Under 9 Score Sheet

Silver

SCORING ()

Bronze

Thank you for sharing your work and talent with us. We enjoyed viewing your exhibit and
appreciate the effort that you showed. Best of success in the future. The Judges.

Thank you for sharing your work and talent with us. We enjoyed viewing your exhibit and
appreciate the effort that you showed. Best of success in the future. The Judges.

Comments:

Comments:

